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Emirates announces ‘milestone’ 
sustainable aviation fuel flight

Dubai-based airline successfully flies Boeing 777 powered by SAF
DUBAI: Emirates said it successfully flew a Boeing
777 powered by sustainable aviation fuel on Monday,
as the Middle East’s largest airline aims to halve its jet
fuel consumption. The Dubai-based carrier has used
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) since 2017, but said its
test flight was “the first in the Middle East and North
Africa to be powered by 100 percent SAF” in one of
the plane’s two engines.

“This flight is a milestone moment,” said Emirate’s
chief operating officer Adel Al-Redha. Currently, a
maximum of 50 percent SAF blended with kerosene
can be used in commercial jet engines. SAFs are made
from sustainable biomass, recycled food oils, as well as

captured CO2 or green hydrogen converted into syn-
thetic fuels.

“If by 2030, we get 50 percent of the fuel from
SAF, it could be quite a very good achievement,” Al
Redha told AFP. “But that will depend on the ability of
the companies to produce it and to deliver it... but
equally also to bring it at a price that is affordable.”

Monday’s flight took off from Dubai International
Airport and flew for more than hour over the city’s
coastline, Emirates said. The SAF that was used in one
engine “closely replicates the properties of conven-
tional jet fuel”, Emirates said, noting conventional jet
fuel was used to run the second engine.

SAF may result in reductions of CO2 emissions by
as much as 80 percent over their entire cycle of use.
But they currently account for less than 0.1 percent of
jet fuel consumed and are two to four times more
expensive. “If it is very expensive that could be an
obstacle for airlines or companies to use it,” Al-Redha
said. Monday’s demonstration came as the UAE plans
to host this year’s UN climate talks in November.

One of the world’s biggest oil producers, the UAE
is spending billions to develop enough renewable
energy to cover half of its needs by 2050, and is
targeting net-zero domestic carbon emissions by
that year. — AFP Emirates SAF demonstration flight.

German economy 
contracts, fuelling 
recession fears
BERLIN: Germany’s economy unexpectedly shrank at
the end of 2022 due to the fallout from the war in
Ukraine, official data showed Monday, adding to wor-
ries it could be on the brink of recession. Europe’s top
economy contracted 0.2 percent in the October to
December period compared to the previous quarter,
according to preliminary figures from statistics author-
ity Destatis. Analysts from financial data firm Factset
had been expecting zero growth, while Destatis said
earlier this month the economy stagnated in the fourth
quarter. For the whole of 2022, the German economy
grew 1.8 percent, the data showed, a revision from an
earlier figure of 1.9 percent.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and subsequent move
to slash crucial gas supplies, triggered an energy crisis
in industrial powerhouse Germany, and sent food and
electricity costs soaring. But after massive government
interventions, signs had improved recently and expec-
tations grew that the German economy might avoid a

recession after all. Monday’s disappointing data, how-
ever, dented those hopes.

“Recession fears are back,” said ING economist
Carsten Brzeski. “The warmer winter weather, along
with implemented and announced government fiscal
stimulus packages, have prevented the economy from
falling off a cliff, but a technical recession is still a like-
ly outcome.” A technical recession is defined as two
consecutive quarters of contraction.

Crisis hitting households 
Franziska Palmas, senior Europe economist at

Capital Economics, said the data “pours cold water on
the recent optimism about the prospects for the euro-
zone and suggests that a technical recession in both
Germany and the eurozone as a whole is more likely
than not after all”.

Germany was, however, likely to avoid a “deep
downturn,” she said. “That’s thanks to generous gov-
ernment energy support, the recent fall in gas prices,
and backlogs of orders supporting activity in some
industrial sectors,” Palmas said. After Russia invaded
Ukraine, Berlin raced to find new energy sources, and
unveiled a 200-billion-euro ($218-billion) support
package to cushion consumers and businesses, includ-
ing a cap on electricity and gas prices.

Destatis said that a fall in consumer spending,
which supported the economy in the first three quar-
ters of 2022, had hit GDP in the final months of the
year. This suggests the energy crisis was starting to hit
household incomes, Palmas said. The government has
nevertheless struck a more optimistic tone lately, with
an official forecast last week predicting that Germany
would dodge a recession with growth of 0.2 percent
for 2023 as a whole.

A few months earlier, they had predicted it would
contract by 0.4 percent. Earl ier this month,
Chancellor Olaf Scholz said Germany would avoid a
painful recession this year. Lower energy prices have
also helped bring down inflation from a peak of 10.4
percent in October, with officials expecting the trend
to continue. — AFP

Markets struggle 
before interest
rate decisions
LONDON: Stock markets wavered on Monday as
central banks will lift interest rates again later this
week in their battle against high inflation. Wall Street
opened in the red while Paris and Frankfurt were down
in afternoon deals. London was up 0.1 percent while
Shanghai and Tokyo finished higher as mainland
Chinese markets reopened from holidays.

The US Federal Reserve is forecast Wednesday to
lift interest rates by just 25 basis points, down from a
half-point hike last month, which followed four straight
75-point increases. The Bank of England and the
European Central Bank will then unveil their latest
decisions one day later, with more hikes on the radar.

“Stocks were on the back foot ... as attention shifts
to this week’s vital Federal Reserve meeting, as well as
supporting acts in the shape of ECB and BoE,” said
Markets.com analyst Neil Wilson.

The central bank meetings come as a string of

recent data suggests that last year’s monetary tighten-
ing campaign by policymakers is beginning to kick in,
with price rises beginning to slow from their multi-
decade highs. But there remains trepidation on trading
floors that economies could still slip into recession,
while a mixed earnings season so far has also caused
concern about company profits.

Official data showed that the economies of
Germany and Sweden unexpectedly shrank in the last
quarter of 2022. In London on Monday, shares in gam-
bling firm 888 tanked by almost 27 percent after chief
executive Itai Pazner resigned amid news of a probe
into Middle East operations.

The company added in a statement that it has sus-
pended VIP activities in the region pending the out-
come of its internal investigation.

“Gambling stocks are under enough regulatory
scrutiny as it is without inviting reasons for further
attention and yet that’s exactly what 888 has done,”
said AJ Bell investment director Russ Mould.

“News it is suspending VIP accounts in the Middle
East over best practices not being followed over mon-
ey laundering is incredibly damaging,” Mould said.
“Combine that with the announcement of CEO Itai
Pazner’s immediate departure and the market is likely
to draw its own conclusions,” he added. —AFP

France braces for 
new strikes against 
pension reform
PARIS: France braced Monday for another day of
mass protests and strikes over proposed pension
reforms championed by President Emmanuel Macron,
with the government and its left-wing opponents trad-
ing blame for the expected disruption. Around 1.1 mil-
lion people took to the streets for the first strike day
on January 19, according to official statistics, the
biggest demonstrations since the last major round of
pension reform under right-wing president Nicolas
Sarkozy in 2010.

A police source told AFP that security forces were
expecting similarly sized crowds on Tuesday in 240
demonstrations around the country, in addition to mass
strike disruption to transport, education and other
services. With unions warning more stoppages are to
come, the strikes represent a major test for Macron as
he seeks to implement a showcase policy of his second
term in office.

The president’s ministers and their opponents are
desperately seeking to sway public opinion ahead of
what is expected to be a bitter and costly standoff if
more strikes are called over the next month.

Senior hard-left MP Mathilde Panot from the
France Unbowed (LFI) party accused Macron and his
ministers of being responsible for the stoppages that
are to cripple public transport and other services.

“They’re the ones who want to wreak havoc on the
country,” she told BFM TV while also criticizing com-
ments by Interior Minister Gerald Darmanin over the
weekend as a “provocation.” Darmanin, a close
Macron ally, said Saturday that left-wing political par-
ties were “only looking to screw up the country” and
were defending “idleness and champagne socialism.”

Macron’s reputation 
The most controversial part of the proposed reform

is hiking the minimum retirement age to 64 from its
current level of 62, which is the lowest level in any
major European economy. Macron made the change
part of this re-election manifesto in April last year and
he insists it is needed to guarantee the future financing
of the pension system, which is forecast to tip into
deficit in the next few years.

Opponents point out that the system is currently
balanced and that the head of the independent

Pensions Advisory Council recently told parliament
that “pension spending is not out of control, it’s rela-
tively contained.” For pro-business Macron, who has
repeatedly told French people they “need to work
more”, failure to succeed with a signature proposal
would severely undermine his credibility for the
remainder of his second and last term in office, ana-
lysts say.

The government headed by Prime Minister
Elisabeth Borne has signalled there is wiggle room on
some measures as parliamentary committees started
examining the draft law on Monday.

Conditions could be improved for people who
started working very young, as well as for mothers
who interrupted their careers to look after their chil-
dren and for people who invested in further education,
Borne has suggested. But the headline age limit of 64
is not up for discussion, she said Sunday, calling it
“non-negotiable.” Laurent Berger, head of the CFDT
union, warned that the Borne “cannot remain deaf to
this formidable mobilization.”

“Listen, listen, listen to this discontent,” he told
France 2 TV. Macron has so far commented relatively
little on the tensions, seeking to stay above the fray of
daily debate. Darmanin’s intervention has not helped
reduce strains, with the tough-talking minister telling
the Le Parisien daily Saturday the left were defending
an idea of a “society without work and effort”.

Parliamentary battle 
Most Paris metro and suburban rail services will be

severely restricted on Tuesday, said operator RATP,
while intercity travel will be badly disrupted with just
one high speed TGV in three, according to SNCF. Air
travel is less badly affected with Air France saying it
would cancel one in 10 short and medium haul services
while adding long-haul would be unaffected.

Only minor disruption is expected on international
Thalys and Eurostar train services. Macron and his
allies are also facing struggles in parliament as well as
on the street. The left-wing opposition has submitted
more than 7,000 amendments to the draft legislation
in a bid to slow its path through parliament. Macron’s
centrist allies, short of an absolute majority in parlia-
ment, will need votes from conservatives to get their
pensions plan approved.

A new poll by the OpinionWay survey group, pub-
lished on Monday in Les Echos newspaper, showed
that 61 percent of French people supported the protest
movement, a rise of 3.0 percentage points from January
12. Darmanin said 11,000 police, including 4,000 in
Paris, would be deployed on Tuesday across France to
ensure demonstrations passed peacefully. —AFP 

PARIS: In this file photo, commuters get into a bus near the Gare Montparnasse railway station during a strike in Paris.  — AFP

Top Republican to 
meet Biden on 
US debt default
WASHINGTON: House speaker Kevin McCarthy
said he would meet Wednesday with Joe Biden to
discuss avoiding a US debt default, but warned the
president must rethink his refusal to consider spend-
ing cuts in exchange for raising the borrowing limit.
“I want to find a reasonable and a responsible way
that we can lift the debt ceiling,” while controlling
what he called runaway spending by Congress, the
Republican leader told CBS Sunday show “Face the
Nation.”

The talks will be McCarthy’s first with the president
since he became speaker of the House of
Representatives this month after Republicans won
control of the chamber.

The raising of the national debt limit-which allows
the government to pay for spending already incurred-
is often routine. But members of the new House
Republican majority have threatened to block the usu-
al rubber-stamping of that increase above the current
$31.4 trillion. Biden says the matter is non-negotiable,
accusing the Republicans of taking “the economy
hostage” in order to push a purely political debate on
government spending.

Reflecting the White House’s refusal even to frame
Wednesday’s meeting as a negotiation, Biden’s official
agenda said merely that he would discuss “a range of
issues” with the Republican speaker.

Raising the debt ceiling “is an obligation of this
country and its leaders to avoid economic chaos,”
White House spokeswoman Karine Jean-Pierre said
recently. “Congress has always done it, and the presi-
dent expects them to do their duty once again.”

“That is not negotiable.”  That sets the stage for a
high-stakes clash in the weeks or months ahead. A US
debt default could trigger a global financial crisis,
sending borrowing costs up and undermining the role
of the dollar as an international reserve currency,
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has warned.

To provide time for the two parties to find a solu-
tion and avoid a default, the Treasury Department on
January 19 began taking “extraordinary measures” to
help temporarily reduce the amount of outstanding
debt subject to the limit. Absent an agreement, Yellen
said, default could come as early as June. But while
McCarthy expressed confidence “there will not be a
default,” he argued Democrats were guilty of histori-
cally high spending levels during the first two years of
the Biden administration. “We can’t continue down this
path,” he said on CBS.

‘Give us an option’ 
A Democratic congressman, Adam Smith of

Washington state, pushed back, saying Republicans
had failed to clarify where exactly they would cut
spending. “Right now, Republicans don’t have a plan,”
he said on “Fox News Sunday.” “Their plan, as led by
the extremists in their party, is to complain about
spending, not raise the debt ceiling but not actually
offer a plan that says, ‘This is where we’re going to
cut.’” He added: “Give us an option and then we can
argue about that.”

But McCarthy voiced optimism that a deal can be
reached to avert default. “I want to sit down together
(with Biden), work out an agreement that we can move
forward to put us on a path to balance,” the speaker
said. He added: “I think the president will be willing to
make an agreement together.” Jean-Pierre has said the
meeting Wednesday would also cover the president’s
plan to cut the US budget deficit “by making the
wealthy and big corporations pay their fair share,”
rather than, as some Republicans propose, cutting
politically sensitive social spending. — AFP

WASHINGTON: In this file photo taken on November 29, 2022, US House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy  speaks
to the media following a meeting with US President Joe Biden at the White House in Washington, DC. —AFP


